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1. In a well-known paper [l], Brown and Halmos characterized 
Toeplitz operators as solutions T to the operator equation 
U+*TU+ = T, 
where U+ is the unilateral shift of multiplicity one. Subsequently, Douglas [5] 
studied the following more general operator equation 
S*XT = X, (1.1) 
where S and T are contractions on Hilbert spaces # and x, respectively, 
and where the unknown X is a bounded linear transformation from LZ? to .8. 
He showed that the solutions of (1.1) can be characterized in terms of the 
residual part of the minimal isometric dilations of S and T. In this note we 
solve an equation similar to (1. l), but in our case the S and T are allowed to 
run through contractive representations of an abelian semigroup. Our analysis 
enables us to provide an algebraic characterization of classes of generalized 
Toeplitz or Wiener-Hopf operators which have recently received much 
attention [2, 71; and it enables us to prove a spectral inclusion theorem for 
such operators. The principal ingredient in our proofs is the observation 
that an abelian semigroup can be given the structure of a directed set which 
is compatible with the operation in the semigroup. With this observation the 
proofs of Douglas in [5] apply, mutatis mutandis, to yield our results. 
2. Throughout this note, all Hilbert spaces will be complex and all 
operators (possibly between different Hilbert spaces) will be bounded and 
linear. If A is an operator with the Hilbert space 2 as domain, and if ~5’ is a 
subspace of #, then A 1 A will denote the operator with domain A obtained 
by restricting the action of A to A. Also, throughout this note, Z will 
denote a fixed abelian semigroup with identity e. We call a family of contrac- 
tions (resp., isometries, unitary operators) {TO}(IEz on a Hilbert space 2 a 
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cont~active (resp., isometric, unitary) representation of .Z on Z in case 
T f7+7 = TOT, for all u and r in .Z and T, is the identity operator on 2. 
We will regard Z as a directed set in the following manner: For u and T 
in .Z declare that 0 precedes 7 and write (T < T in case there is an r] in 2.Y such 
that u + q = 7. 
For i = 1, 2, let { TiO}oes be a contractive representation of Z on the Hilbert 
space 4. . One of our goals is to characterize the operators X mapping Zr 
to ZZ which are solutions to the equation 
T,*,XT,, = X, UE 2. WI 
We begin by observing that by a matricial device, we may reduce the problem 
of solving (2.1) to the problem of solving (2.1) when the representations are 
identical and act on the same Hilbert space. For, if we let Y = xs @ Zr 
and if, for each CJ in ,Z’, we let S, be the operator matrix on x given by the 
equation 
then G&.z is a contractive representation of Z on Z-; and an operator X 
mapping Zr to xZ satisfies (2.1) if and only if the operator matrix 
y= 0 x [ 1 0 0 
on x satisfies the equation 
s,*ys, = Y. (2.2) 
With this reduction, we concentrate our attention on (2.2). A special case of 
(2.2) deserves to be singled out. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let { vC}OEZ be an isometric representation of ,Z on the 
Hilbert space x. Then an operator T on % is called a generalized Toeplitz or 
Wiener-Hopf operator (relative to this representation) in case 
for all 0 in 2. 
V,*TV, = T 
We turn now to the reduction of the study of (2.2) to the study of general- 
ized Toeplitz operators. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let {TO},,r be a contractive representation of Z on the Hilbert 
space A?. Then the net of operators (TO*Tm>OEr is a decreasing net of positive 
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contractions which converges strongly to a positive operator AZ. The operator 
-1” is the zero operator (f and only if the net { T,),Er converges strongly to zero. 
Proof. The proof of the last statement is standard, and that of the first 
follows from the observation that if u --..I 7, so T z= u + 77 with 77 in Z, then 
T,*T, - T,“T, = T,*(I - T,,*T,,) T, 3 0, 
where I denotes the identity on 2”. 
Let { TJoer , A@, and AZ be as in Lemma 2.2, assume AZ f 0, let d be the 
positive square root of A?, and let A’ be the closure of the range of A. We 
define an isometric representation { V;j,,, of Z on ,& as follows. Iff is in the 
range of A, sof == ;lg for someg in 2, then set P’,f = AT,g for each u in Z. 
We prove that each I-” is well defined and isometric in one step; linearity 
is obvious. 
Extend each I/i to all of A’ by continuity and call the extension Ii also. It is 
then clear that (TYO},~_r is an isometric representation of Z on A’. 
THEOREM I. Let {TO}DEz be a contractive representation of the semigroup Z 
on the Hilbert space Z. Let A, JZ, and { l~;},,~~ be the objects which are associated 
with { T,L,z as described above (assuming d f 0). Then an operator X on Z? 
satisfies the equation 
T,*XT, = X, (3 E z, (2.3) 
if and only if there is an operator I- on ~9 whose kernel contains Z& :SI .I and 
whose range is contained in Al such that when restricted to A? it is a generalized 
Toeplitz operator relative to ( VO},,Ez and such that 
Moreover, given S, Y7 may be chosen so that 11 X 11 = I/ Y /I . The only solution X 
to (2.3) is the zero operator if and only if 9 = 0. 
Proof. Suppose such a Y exists; then 
T,*XTO = T,*AE’AT, = AI*;*YF,d = AYA = X; 
so X satisfies (2.3). 
Conversely, suppose X satisfies (2.3) and assume without loss of generality 
that I/ X /( = 1. Then there follow the inequalities 
To”To T,*XX”T, > T,*XT,T,*X*T, = XX* 
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and 
From these follow the inequalities 
Applying the main theorem of [4] twice (in a fashion analogous to that in the 
proof of Theorem 1 of [5]) we may conclude that there is a contraction Y on 
X which has range contained in .,I and kernel containing & 3 &’ such that 
X = 4Y,4. Since 11 X/l = I and 11 -11 < 1, we may conclude from this last 
equation that 11 Y 11 = 11 S I/ . Furthermore, for each CJ in Z, 
Since J&’ is the closure of the range of d as well as the orthocomplement of the 
kernel of -4, we may conclude from this last equation that when restricted to 
J, Y is a generalized Toeplitz operator relative to { lr}. 
Finally, the last statement in the theorem is a consequence of the observa- 
tion that if A + 0, then -4” satisfies (2.3). 
3. We turn now to the problem of characterizing generalized Toeplitz 
operators. We first state a result due to It6 [8] (see also [IO, p. 221) concerning 
isometric representations of semigroups. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let { I,~}OEB be an isometric representation of 2 on a Hilbert 
space A?. Then there exists a Hilbert space x containing & and a unitary 
representation of .Z on Z, ( M’O}oer , such that for each u in 2, 2’ is invariant 
under IV, and VU = IS’, ) SF. Moreover, the unitary representation {?VO},,, 
is uniquely determined (up to unitary equivalence) by the requirement that SC 
be chosen so that it is the smallest reducing subspace for { WO},,,which containsZ. 
The unitary representation of 2, { Ki}oo_r , in Lemma 3. l9 subject to the 
uniqueness condition, is called the minimal unitary extension of {VC}(lEZ. 
We point out that Lemma 3.1 was also proved by Douglas in [6] and it is his 
proof which motivated the proofs of the results we are presenting in this note. 
THEOREM II. Let (bb>O,z be an isometric representation of the abelian 
semigroup 2 on a Hilbert space 2’ and let { E70},,z be the minimal unitary exten- 
sion of { F’,},,, acting on the Hilbert space SC. An operator T on Z is a general- 
ized Toeplitz operator (relative to { VO}oez) if and only tjc there exists an operator 
L on% which commutes with every Ub , o E Z, such that T = PL 1 SF, where P 
is the projection of x onto s?. The correspondence between T and L is linear, 
isometric, and preserves adjoints. 
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Proof. Suppose T is a generalized Toeplitz operator. For u in .E’, let 
PO = Ilb*PTI:> and note that P, is the projection ofX onto the space Ltb*X. 
The family of projections {Po)OE- r need not be a commutative family; in fact, 
in certain cases it may be irreducible. However, the net {P,,}OEZ. is an increasing 
net of projections which converges strongly to the identity operator on X 
by the minimality assumption on { fFm),,Z. (To see that the net {Po)oeE is 
increasing, simply note that if 0 > 7, so that u = T + 27 with 71 in 2, then 
I$/;*# C FTJ*TJ’,** r, rv7*z since N;,*X 2 Z for all 17 in Z. Whence, 
P, > P, .) For each u in 2 define L, to be the operator (onX) W,,*PTPWo 
and notice that 1) L, I! < ji T (! . Since I,;,* == PHb* 1 X for each u in 2, we 
see that if u > T, so that o .= 7 + 77 for some ‘1 in .Z, then the following 
equation is valid. 
P,L,P, = ( W7*PWJ (W;*PTPW,,) ( W7*PWJ 
= W,*(PW,*PTPW,,) PW7 
= WT*(fV,*TI);P) W7 
= W,*PTPWr = L, . 
(3.1) 
This equation implies that the net {Lo},,Ez is a weakly Cauchy net on the 
linear manifold UoEH POX which is dense in X. To see this, choose an f in 
P,X and a g in P&f; then choose 0, 7, and y in L’ so that u, r 3 y > (Y, /-I. 
Then from (3.1) we obtain 
= (PY-wYf, g) = (Lf, d. 
Since the net {Lo}oeP is weakly Cauchy on a dense linear manifold, and since 
this net is uniformly bounded by I/ T jl , it follows that there is an operator L 
on X such that this net converges weakly to L and such that I( L 11 < I( T Ii . 
Moreover, equation (3.1) implies that P,LP, = L, and, in particular for 
u = e, we obtain 
T=PL/Z. 
Since this last equation entails the inequality j/ T (1 < 11 L (I , we see that 
/I T (1 = 1) L (1 . To check that L commutes with each kI/‘, , choose an f in 
P,X, ag in P&C, and then choose a y in .Z such that y > ct, 8; from (3.1) and 
the fact P,X is invariant under each WV , we obtain the equation 
(fiL*Lw,f, g) = wo*4.w’ff, g) 
= (W:+,PTPWo+,f> cd 
= &+of, ‘!d = (U 8 = (Lf9 g)* 
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Since Uvpz P,,X is dense in X, we see that l%L*Lili, = L; or, equivalently, 
LW, = WJ. 
Conversely, suppose L is an operator on X which commutes with each 
W, , and let T = PL [ X. Th en for allf and g in 2 and u in Z, we have the 
equation 
(~c*T~‘c,f, g) = (Tb’cf, b’og) 
= WWof, Lv,g) = (LW*f, Kg) 
= Kf, g> = (Ef, g> = m g); 
and consequently, T is a generalized Toeplitz operator relative to { VO}osZ . 
The remaining assertions in the theorem are clear, and, therefore, their proofs 
will be omitted. 
In accordance with the terminology established in the case of “classical” 
Toeplitz operators, the operator L in Theorem II is called the Laurent operator 
associated with T. 
Returning momentarily to Eq. (2. I), let Ai, JkG, , and { ViJoez be the objects 
associated with { Tiu},,Ez in the discussion following Lemma 2.2 and let 
{ Wi(r}(rEz on Xi be the minimal unitary extension of { Viio}oez. From Theorem I 
coupled with the analysis which reduces the problem of solving (2.1) to that 
of solving (2.2) (see the discussion preceding Definition 2.1) we see that an 
operator X from A$ to X2 satisfies (2.1) if and only if there is an operator Y 
from A’r to A%!~ such that 
x = A,YA, 
and such that 
v;Yv,o = Y, u E ‘2. (3.2) 
Using again the reduction preceding Definition 2.1 and Theorem II, we see 
that an operator Y satisfies (3.2) if and only if there is an operator 2 from 
X, to X, such that 
w;zwlo = z (3.3) 
and such that 
Y=P,Z~&q. 
Thus a knowledge of the solutions of (3.3) enables one to determine all the 
solutions of (2.1). We point out that while Theorem I provides a necessary 
and sufficient condition that the only solution of (2.3) be the zero operator, 
this condition is only sufficient, in general, when applied to (2.1); that is, if 
either A, or A, is the zero operator, then the only solution of (2.1) is the zero 
operator. If both A, and A, are different from zero, then whether or not there 
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are nonzero solutions to (2.1) is contingent upon whether or not there are 
nonzero solutions to (3.3). This last problem as well as the problem of deter- 
mining the structure of the solutions to (3.3) can be solved, as is well known, 
in terms of the spectral theoretic parameters associated with the von Neumann 
algebras generated by the representations {lVio}nc,r, i = 1, 2 (see [3, Ch. II] 
and [9]). 
4. In the next theorem we present the principal spectral-theoretic fact 
about Toeplitz operators which we can prove in our general setting. 
THEOREM III. Let {V,,},Ez be an isometric representation of Z on the 
Hilbert space X and let T be a generalized Toeplitz operator on 2 (relative to 
{ VJ,,Z). Let Polo on X be the minimal unitary extension of { VO}osz and let 
L be the unique Laurent operator on X associated with T. Then the spectrum of L 
is contained in the spectrum of T. 
Proof. Since the correspondence between L and T is linear and since the 
class of Toeplitz operators is clearly translation invariant, it suffices to show 
that if T is invertible, then so is L. Also, noting first that an operator is invert- 
ible if and only if both it and its adjoint are bounded from below and, secondly, 
that the correspondence between T and L is adjoint preserving, we need only 
show that if T is bounded from below, then so is L. Suppose, then, that for 
some E > 0, /I Tf II > E 11 f 11 for all f in Z’. Following the notation of the proof 
of Theorem II, choose o in 2 arbitrarily, and let f lie in POX. Then 
IlLfl! = ~~Pw!!g)l (g EX, /Igil = 11 
3 qJ{l(Lft g)l 1 g E px, II g II = 11. 
But, for f and g in P,X, we know that (Lf, g) = (L, f, g). \Vhence, the last 
supremum equals 
sq-dl(L,f, g)l 1 g E Pox, II g II = 11 = IILf II = II mb*PTPlvof II 
since IV0 f lies in YE’. Whence, fat any f in uoEZ POX, /iLf /) > E llfl\ , and 
since uocr: POX is dense inX, L is bounded from below by l on all of.%. With 
this, the proof is complete. 
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